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Abstract

Medical implants made of biodegradable materials are advantageous for short-term

applications as fracture fixation and mechanical support during bone healing. Af-

ter completing the healing process, the implant biodegrades without any long-term

side effects nor any need for surgical removal.

In particular, Magnesium (Mg) implants, while degrading, can cause physiological

changes in the tissues surrounding the implant. The evaluation of structural remod-

eling is relevant, however, the functional assessment is crucial to provide informa-

tion about physiological changes in tissues, which can be applied as an early marker

during the healing process. Hence, non-invasive monitoring of structural and func-

tional changes in the surrounding tissues during the healing process is essential,

and the need for new assessing methods is emerging.

This paper provides an assessment of Mg based implants, and an extensive review
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of the literature is presented with the focus on the imaging techniques used to mon-

itor the biodegradation of Mg implants. The potential of a hybrid analysis, including

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) and Photoacoustic Imaging (PAI) technology, is

further discussed. A hybrid solution may play a significant role in monitoring im-

plants and have several advantages for monitoring tissue oxygenation in addition

to tissue’s acidity, which is directly connected to the Mg implants degradation pro-

cess. Such a hybrid assessment system can be a simple, ambulant, and less costly

technology with the potential for clinically monitoring of Mg implants at site.

Keywords: Biodegradable implants, Mg implants, Imaging technique for Mg

implants, Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS), Photoacoustic Imaging,

Physiological Parameters

1. Introduction1

Each year, millions of patients are treated for bone injuries from accidents and2

athletic activities, due to bone and osteoporotic fractures [1, 2]. In reconstructive3

surgery, the fractured bone may need internal fixation. To maintain stability during4

the healing process, the fixation is managed by the metal implants. Optimally, the5

metal implants should often be removed when the bone is healed. Thus it may cause6

complications such as impaired wound healing, infections, postoperative bleeding,7

and tissue and nerve damage [3]. Furthermore, metal implants have additional8

disadvantages, such as implant debris, allergic reaction, delayed union and non-9

union, metal sensitization, and mutagenicity [4]. Lately, several advancements in10

the field of biomaterial have resulted in new biodegradable implants based on ce-11

ramics, glass ceramics, polymers, composites, and metal alloys [5]. Upon implan-12

tation, physiological parameters such as pH, temperature, ionic content, and the13

presence of proteins change due to the formation and composition of the degrada-14

tion layer [5].15

The use of Mg alloys as degradable and biocompatible material is described as an16

innovative research field [6]. Biodegradable alloys used as stents and screws that17
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are based on Iron (Fe) and Magnesium (Mg) are expected to degrade. The exist-18

ing imaging techniques used for monitoring Mg implants i n vi vo are Magnetic19

Resonance Imaging and Spectroscopy (MRI, MRS), Computed Tomography (CT),20

Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Ultrasound and Photoacoustic (USPA) imag-21

ing, and hybrid technologies (e.g., PET-CT, and PET-MRI). These techniques provide22

pathological and morphological data [7].23

Conceptually imaging techniques can be divided into two approaches: anatomi-24

cal/structural and functional. The structural imaging approaches are specifically25

designed to visualize and analyze anatomical properties. To visualize the damage26

and abnormalities in the bones, geometrical structural features such as length, thick-27

ness and volume can be achieved. On the other hand, functional imaging provides28

information about metabolism, regional chemical, blood flow, and absorption rates29

[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Through a combination of structural and functional imaging, it30

is possible to fully evaluate the degradation process.31

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) and Photoacoustic Imaging (PAI) are considered32

as imaging techniques that are commonly used in soft tissues for accessing the blood33

and tissue-related functional properties. As blood maintains the communication34

between the external environment and cells of different body parts, the measure-35

ments in the tissue bed contain information about the interface between implants36

and tissue. Current NIRS techniques enable measuring the oxygen (O2) delivery, pH,37

and blood flow in the tissue providing a local assessment of metabolic and respira-38

tory status.39

The main objective of this study is to review the Mg implants and their biodegrad-40

ability in vivo, along with related imaging techniques. Further NIRS and PAI are41

elaborated with their advantages, as accessible, mobile in a hybrid instrument.42

2. Biodegradable Mg implants43

Magnesium degrades completely in a biological environment and it is an essen-44

tial non-toxic element. Due to bioresorption, stimulated bone growth, and chronic45

inflammatory reactions, biodegradable implants are given much attention. In many46
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metabolic mechanisms, M g 2+ is actively involved as it has a significant presence47

in the human body (20-26g in an adult human, distributed in bones, muscles, and48

soft tissues) [14]. After implantation, the surrounding tissues and metabolic system49

can absorb or excrete the corrosion products of Mg alloy, produced by the electrical50

reaction to avoid postoperative surgery because it is easily converted to soluble and51

non-toxic oxide[15]. The Mg alloys have stimulating effects on osteoconduction and52

osseointegration [16]. Beside this, degradation rate and strength are important fac-53

tors to consider the biocompatibility of the materials.54

The biological effects and possible gas formation for biodegradable Mg implants55

are extensively described by Kim et al. based on in vivo histological analysis and gas56

volume [17]. The maximum gas volumes are 421.27± 143.47mm3 that are formed57

within 5 and 7 days after implantation. However, the volume of the produced gas58

depends on the size of the implant and the related tissue. The main components of59

the produced gases are hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide60

(CO2). The physiological changes occur around the implant when Mg implants de-61

graded with moderate pH changes and gas formation [18].62

The metabolic rate, tissue oxygenation, cell growth and division, wound healing,63

and regeneration process are highly dependent on local pH levels in tissue [19, 20].64

Most biodegradable Mg alloys, and polymers are known to influence the pH of the65

surrounding tissue [21, 22]. It is believed that Mg degrades in the body as M g 2+
66

ions and it reacts with salts and ions to create a degradation layer. Mg degradation67

causes a formation of gas and hydroxide ions which further increase the local pH68

significantly. As a result an adverse impact on the local cell’s functionality will occur69

[23].70

Corrosion behavior of Mg in Hank’s solution was studied with a pH range of 5.5 to71

8.0 (bone fracture healing implant is likely to be exposed in this pH range) by mon-72

itoring the rate of hydrogen gas evolution[24]. The pH value can differ greatly in73

biomedical applications from those found in the laboratory because i n vi vo condi-74

tions are extremely complex. It has been reported that upon implantation, pH value75

of body fluid may decrease to a value around 5.2, and then recover to 7.4 within76

weeks, but it also needs to be monitored by the optical techniques [25].77
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Figure 1: The Physiological interface of tissue/implant during biodegradation process

Mg and its alloys are suitable for fracture fixation because they possess the mechani-78

cal properties similar to human bones, highly biocompatible features, and can stim-79

ulate bone regeneration process [26]. The physiological processes involved during80

the Mg implant degradation is shown in Fig. 1. Mg implants interact with blood,81

and a degradation layer is formed by the reaction of electrostatic ions (Mg and salt82

ions) and water interaction. The cells, in turn, adjust the availability of these com-83

pounds during the process of degradation and metabolize Mg [18, 27]. The degrada-84

tion products are supposed to adhere to the bulk material’s interface and the newly85

formed tissue until the implant is thoroughly degraded and tissue remodeling oc-86

curs. The addition of organic and non-organic compounds may affect the degrada-87

tion rate and physiological changes at the implant-tissue interface. When magne-88

sium is in contact with extracellular fluid, it rapidly induces hydrogen gas, leading to89

subcutaneous bubbles. The process can delay the healing and even have toxication90

or wound dehiscence on the surrounding tissues [28, 29].91

In general conditions in air, the Mg surface is covered by its oxides at room temper-92

ature, but any contact with moisture converts the oxide layer into hydroxide. In the93

vicinity of the implant surface, bacterial infection may result in an even more wider94

range of pH, from acidic to alkaline (4.0 to 9.0, respectively). The local biological95

micro-environmental changes in extracellular fluid, such as change in a pH, may96

influence cell metabolism, bone tissue development and mineralization.97
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3. Imaging techniques for Monitoring Mg implant98

Investigating the Mg based implants, at a micro-and macro-structure level dur-99

ing the in vivo degradation process, is essential [30]. The degradation layer, bio-100

logical environment, and the border between the degradation layer, consisting of101

several tens of micron, is enough to keep the implant in place. Thus, examining102

the structural properties of the degeneration interface requires imaging modalities103

equipped with high resolution. The golden standard CT and x-rays can achieve im-104

age resolutions of a few hundred microns, and therefore, cannot resolve the thick-105

ness of ∼ 10 microns within the degradation layer [31].106
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Table 1: Existing imaging technologies that could be applied for Mg implants. [31, 32, 33, 34]

Comparative Analysis of different Imaging Techniques
Imaging

Technologies
Nature of Signal

Spatial
Resolution

Temporal
Resolution

Key Advantages Key Disadvantages

NIRS
Oxy-,Deoxy-, and
total- hemoglobin

Good
(∼ 2cm)

Good
(ps − s)

1.Metabolic information
2.Highly sensitive to

variation and inexpensive

1. Limited structural information
2.Scattering and deep tissue issues

Ultrasound
Anatomical
(Metabolic)

Excellent
(∼ 50−200µm)

Low
(s-min)

1.Non-invasive
2.Metabolic information

3.Dynamic, Non-ionizing radiation
1.Sensitive to air bubbles

X-ray Metabolic
Good

(1 mm)
Good
(ms)

1.Low radiation dose
2.Metabolic information

1. May effect tissues and
skin, when expose to higher

radiation.

CT Anatomical
Good

(0.5 to 0.625 mm)
Good

(∼ 83−135ms)
1.Widely available

3.Calcification detection

1. Radiation burden
2. Limited soft tissue

contrast

Photoacoustic
Tomography

Oxy-, Deoxy, and
total hemoglobin

Excellent Spatial
resolution depends on
ultrasonic transducer

(µm −mm)

Excellent
(<100 µs)

1.Hybrid structural,molecular and functional
1. Relatively low

temporial
resolution

MRI/fMRI
Anatomical

Blood oxygen
Level-Dependent

Good
(∼ 3−6mm)

Low
(∼ 1−3s)

1. Structural
Metabolic information

3. Excellent soft tissue contrast

1.Longer scan duration
than CT

2.Extremely sensitive
to movements 3. Heat issues

PET

Uptake of glucose
metabolism

using specific
radionucleotides

Good
(∼ 1−2mm)

Poor
(s-min)

1.Metabolic information
2.Whole Body Imaging (WBI)

3.Infection and
inflammation involvement

1.Involves ionizing
radiation

2.Due to poor spatial
resolution

Combination with CT and MR

SRµCT Structural
Excellent

(µm)
Low

1.Crack segmentation
2.High flux and Spatial

resolution
3.Structural information

1.Limited i n vi vo trails
possible

2.Limited access
3.Relatively low temporal

resolution
4. Invasive
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Fluorescence and X-ray diffraction techniques have been applied to investigate107

implants for examining the degradation kinetics and mechanical properties[32]. Fur-108

ther, it is also reported that the material microstructure and bone deformation has109

been assessed by high-resolution synchrotron tomography that can show highly110

structural details [35].111

Further studies are required to understand Mg implants’ artifacts compared to the112

classic orthopedic alloys. In 2014, Filly et al. verified that Mg based implants in-113

duce fewer artifacts in imaging modalities such as MRI, Digital Radiography (DX),114

Multi-Detector Computed Tomography (MDCT), and high-resolution Flat Panel CT115

(FPCT) compared to standard titanium and stainless steel [31, 36]. Mg alloys’ me-116

chanical properties improve by adding calcium and yttrium, which has been stud-117

ied by resonant ultrasound spectroscopy and eco-pulse methods [33]. The method118

is mostly used to access the incorporation of Mg implants in bone tissue. Biodegrad-119

able Mg screws’ potential was studied for application in Osteonecrosis of the Femoral120

Head (ONFH) patients to fix vascular bone graft. Both CT and X-ray imaging analy-121

sis were used for ONFH patients to measure the degradation rate and alteration in122

Mg screw shape [37].123

Investigation of the image artifacts with MRI using Mg and titanium screw implants124

in vitro have shown that Mg artifacts have less severity compared to titanium [31].125

Further, we need to emphasize that positron emission tomography (PET) quantifies126

bone perfusion and metabolism, which can be categorized as a functional imaging127

method. However, it can visualize the tissue around the implant with low resolution,128

and it involves an injection of radiotracers [38].129

Table 1 shows available imaging technologies, which are capable of investigating130

the structural and functional degradation changes. In the case of imaging modal-131

ities such as MRI, the resolution depends on the type of instrumentation used. A132

summary of clinically reported imaging technologies to interrogate the Mg implants’133

degradation are also shown in Table 2.134
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Table 2: Imaging techniques that are clinically applied for monitoring implants. [37, 31, 33, 39, 40]

Imaging Technologies Purpose Reference

Ultrasound and Resonant
Ultrasound Spectroscopy

To examine the mechanial and elastic properties
of Mg alloys using eco pulse method

[33]

X-ray
To calculate the alteration in (coefficient of
variation ) shape and i n vi vo degradation.

[37]

X-ray
Study of degradation of Mg, and Hydrogen
gas formation to evaluate the biocompatibility.

[40]

MRI
Investigation of maximal artifacts reduction
and image quality between two metallic
implants (Mg and Titanium screws).

[31]

CT
Finding the i n vi vo degradation rate of Mg
screw and serum level of Mg, phosphorus
(P) and calcium (Ca).

[37]

SRµC T
To study the degradation of a M g −2Ag
pin in a cell culture medium.

[39]

4. NIR Spectroscopy135

NIRS was first introduced in 1977 by Jöbsis as a non-invasive technique for mea-136

suring brain activities through the bone, skin, and muscles [41]. Since then, NIRS137

has been applied in numerous investigations and clinical applications. NIRS is an138

optical technique that is non-invasive and can continuously monitor regional tis-139

sue oxygenation as NIR light is strongly absorbed by hemoglobin. However, a spec-140

trum within the range of 650 to 1100 nm regions depicts absorption information of141

oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in addition to hydration, proteins, col-142

lagen, cytochrome oxidase (CtOx), and fat [42]. Light in the NIR optical window can143

penetrate deeper (up to few centimeters) in biological tissues because of its weak144

absorbance ratio, especially from hemoglobin, water, proteins, and collagens in the145

tissue. NIR light above 950 nm is absorbed strongly by water, and below 650 nm,146

it is strongly absorbed by the hemoglobin and other proteins [43]. The absorption147

spectra of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in term of optical coefficients148
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that are obtained from the Beer-Lambert Eq.(1) in NIR spectral range are shown in149

Fig. 2.150

A = log(Io/I ) = ε× [hemog lobi n]×L (1)

Where, A is the measured absorbance, Io is the intensity of incident light, I is the151

intensity of transmitted light, ε is the molar extinction coefficient, and L is the path152

length. ε is a measure of how strongly hemoglobin absorbs the light at a particular153

wavelength.154

In highly scattering medium such as muscle and bone tissue, the mean distance155

traveled by a photon is much greater than geometrical path length (L) defined as156

differential path length and its scaling factor is known as differential pathlength fac-157

tor (DPF). Hence, the Modified Beer-Lambert Law (MBLL), incorporates as:158

A(t ,λ) = log(Io(t ,λ)/I (t ,λ)) = ε(λ)× [hemog l obi n](t )×L×DPF (λ)+G(λ) (2)

where G is the geometrical correction factor due to attenuation and it depends159

on the medium, geometry, and wavelength (λ). Light propagation in biological tis-160

sue depends on the combination of scattering, absorption, and reflection of pho-161

tons, where the light beam angle determines the reflection. Scattering and absorp-162

tion in tissue are wavelength dependent. Scattering decreases as the wavelength163

increases, and thereby facilitates NIR over the visible light.164

The measured hemoglobin properties facilitate additional calculating information165

such as saturated oxygen (StO2), total hemoglobin index (T H I ) and total tissue166

hemoglobin (T Hb). NIRS can be used to access microcirculation changes in local167

oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin saturation [44]. Sublingual reflectance168

NIR spectrophotometry is used in cardiac surgery for deeper regional oxygenation.169

The method provides the microcirculatory oxygen redistribution [45]. NIRS has also170

been used for the prediction of metabolic rate, blood flow, and other quantities that171

can be measured non-invasively, which includes blood volume and redox state of172
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Figure 2: Molar extinction coefficient (ε) of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin

Cu A Centre in cytochrome c oxidase [46].173

For a dynamic environment with cost-effective solutions, NIRS is an appealing tech-174

nique because of its non-invasive nature, ambulatory equipment, and inexpensive175

components. In the pre-operative phase, NIRS can assess the condition of individ-176

ual organ or tissues. NIRS is an useful tool that can be applied in any organ, and the177

light beam can penetrate in the depth of several centimeters (0.1 − 10cm) depend-178

ing on the application and tissue type [47, 48].179

The NIR light propagating into the tissue is subject to multiple scattering, and the180

tissue’s modeling of NIR light propagation has been an active field. Furthermore,181

such models provide insight into the experimental/clinical investigation. In the182

case of tissues with thickness > 1 cm, light diffusion under multiple disperse condi-183

tions has been accurately modeled using either Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) or184

Monte Carlo (MC) Simulation [49]. The Beer-Lambert Law (BLL) is frequently used185

for tiny tissues samples, but its usefulness is often limited, especially for i n vi vo186

imaging. NIR light propagation accurate modeling can be used in turbid media us-187

ing MBLL. To quantify the variation in tissue chromophores concentration, MBLL188
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can be used for NIR spectroscopic data analysis. The MBLL approach empirically189

explains the optical attenuation in highly scattering media by using the Differen-190

tial Pathlength Factor (DPF). The scaling factor (DPF) is dependent on wavelength,191

which indicates how much time the detected NIR light travelled [50]. DPF varies192

significantly between individuals, so incorrect values may result in significant mea-193

surement errors. In order to provide tissue type and tissue dimensions, Lambert-W194

based function modeling has been introduced and provides the tissue (of > 1cm195

thickness) properties parametrization that eventually leads to a generalized form of196

Beer-Lambert Law and provides improved results compare to MBLL [49].197

198

4.1. Estimation of pH in tissue199

The NIR spectra contain information about tissue oxygenation, blood flow, and200

the pH in the blood. A previous project at the optical/NIRS lab ( Oslo Metropoli-201

tan University, Norway) has demonstrated that the spectroscopic method is feasi-202

ble to indirectly measure both parameters using optical spectroscopical methods203

in the near-infrared range (650−950nm) [51]. In order to relate pH variations with204

spectral variations generated from the discrete reflectance measurement, within the205

wavelength range of 800 to 930 nm, a PLS (partial least square) multivariate regres-206

sion model was used. Results has showed a significant NIR prediction of the pH207

in the blood. The relationship between the spectral data and measured pH values208

(ranging from 6.792−7.742) was evaluated. The experimental dataset included NIR209

spectral data samples (26×1365) and 26 different response variables, the pH values210

measured from Blood Gas Analyser (BGA). The data set was pretreated through a211

third derivative algorithm to increase the spectral resolution and also find possible212

hidden information within the spectrum. As an example, Fig. 3a shows the plot of213

a series of spectra obtained by reflectance spectroscopy from arterial blood for 27214

different blood pH values between 6.757 and 7.742. A Strong correlation was found215

between the area of interest from spectral range of 800−930nm and measured pH.216

For instance, Fig. 3b shows the plot for the reference vs. predicted pH values calcu-217

lated by the PLS model with three principal components. The oxygen influence has218
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been examined more closely as hemoglobin changes induced by oxygen dominates219

spectral performances, even within this range of wavelengths. Furthermore, the PLS220

model suggests that it can perform well for these kinds of data sets. Table 3 provides221

a summary of PLS Validation. Blood serum tests with different pH values were per-222

formed for this experiment.223

224

Table 3: PLS validation result[51]

Elements pH-range Factors R2 RMSEP (pH Unit)

PLS validation 25 6.792-7.742 3 0.906 0.089

5. Photoacoustic Imaging225

PAI combines the advantages of ultrasound and optical methods. Although the226

technique was first introduced in 1880 by Alexander Graham Bell [52], only in the last227

few years the technique has been further exploited for biomedical imaging. A laser228

beam is shone into the tissue, while through its optical path, photons undergo mul-229

tiple scattering within the tissue before being absorbed by the existing endogenous230

chromophores. Due to short-pulsed laser light, the optical energy absorbed by tis-231

sue is converted into heat, which induces a localized temperature increase (< 0.1K ).232

Consequently, this causes a thermoelastic expansion that leads to the emission of233

ultrasonic pressure waves in the MHz range, which standard ultrasound transduc-234

ers can detect [53]. Assuming that the speed of sound in biological tissue is ho-235

mogenous (≈ 1540m/s for soft tissues surrounding a biodegradable bone implant)236

and identifying the time of arrival of acoustic signals, the respective optical absorp-237

tion in the tissue can be reconstructed. An image of the ultrasound source signal238

is reconstructed by the regions of the highest optical absorption and with the exact239

spatial resolution as ultrasound images[54]. This combination of high spatial reso-240

lution and optical contrast makes PAI attractive for a wide range of studies involving241

micro-circulation abnormalities, and related conditions.242

In summary, the PA image represents a map of the initial pressure distribution, which243
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Spectral Output

(a) NIR-Spectra of human blood

Predicted vs Reference

(b) Cross-validation

Figure 3: Spectra of human blood for a pH between (6.757 to 7.742) measured by continuous reflectance
spectroscopy[51]; ; (a) optical spectra within the wavelength of 300-1100nm (b) Cross-validation plot of
PLS predicted pH versus measured pH
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is directly related to the absorbed light. Equation 3 describes the relationship be-244

tween the detected photoacoustic (PA) waves with the fluence of the excitation light245

(Φ), the absorption coefficient of the irradiated tissue (µa), and the Grüneisen coef-246

ficient (Γ).247

PA(λ, z) =µa(λ)Φ(λ, z)Γ (3)

where µa depends on the wavelength of the source light and Φ is depends on the248

depth at which the photons propagate at the respective wavelength (λ).249

Since hemoglobin is the most prominent endogenous absorber in biological tissue,250

the NIR optical technologies have an excellent potential to investigate the tissue251

properties [55, 56]. Currently, most optical imaging technologies use lasers or light-252

emitting diodes (LED) as a probing source with the added advantage of being non-253

ionizing and the possibility of performing spectroscopic imaging. The techniques254

such as confocal microscopy (CM) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) enable255

resolution at the micron level at a limited imaging depth. Diffuse Optical tomogra-256

phy (DOT) is another commonly used imaging technique for the detection of molec-257

ular composition in tissue, and this approach enables deeper imaging (< 100mm)258

but with resolution in millimeters.259

Conversely, as a hybrid modality, PAI offers a good compromise of visualizing tissue260

structures with micrometer resolution at deeper imaging depth. Since ultrasound261

scattering is two to three orders of magnitude weaker than optical scattering in bio-262

logical tissues [53], PAI can provide a better resolution than optical imaging by de-263

tecting acoustic phonons instead of ballistic photons.264

PAI has been used in a wide range of applications such as imaging tissue vasculature265

and angiogenesis, detection of tumor metastases, tissue oxygen saturation changes266

and therapy monitoring [57, 58, 59]. In addition to the endogenous absorbers, PAI267

is also used to detect the exogenous contrast agents. Indocyanine Green (ICG) is an268

exogenous molecular imaging agent widely used for various near-infrared fluores-269

cence imaging technologies and ideally applied to PAI. Naturally, the use of contrast270

agents enhances the optical contrast increasing the PAI intensity. ICG is a clinically271
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approved dye detected using photoacoustic in several medical applications such as272

cardiology, liver function, perfusion studies, ophthalmic angiography, and cancer273

imaging [60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. Besides, the potential to image lymphatic drainage has274

been shown by performing ICG lymphography in patients with severe lymphedema275

[65].276

Recently, PAI has also been used to monitor metallic implants and improve surgi-277

cal procedures. Considering the high absorption coefficient in the NIR region of the278

metallic or composite materials, PAI is well suited to image coronary artery stents,279

needles, dental prosthesis, and brachytherapy seeds. Su et al. demonstrate the abil-280

ity to visualize the stent during the surgery positioning procedure and post-surgery281

evaluations by using PAI [66]. Further, Lee et al. have conducted E x vi vo PAI of a282

dental implant embedded in a porcine jawbone. In the study, they showed that PAI283

could provide information regarding the implant fixture, the bone anatomical fea-284

tures, and the thickness of the soft tissue above the bone [67].285

Considering the current developments, PAI is a promising technology to follow the286

evolution of degradable Mg implants. The technology can image functional infor-287

mation by using the optical absorption of the oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin.288

Indeed, continuous assessments of the oxygenation levels are essential to early iden-289

tify issues due to the implantation procedure, and also as a follow up for the bio290

integration between the living tissues and the metallic implant. As an example, an291

inadequate and prolonged tissue oxygenation indicates irreversible tissue damage.292

However, if an inflammatory response occurs, there will be oxygenation variations293

and molecular alterations.294

The excitation laser used for PAI is tunable in the NIR wavelength range; hence it295

is possible to illuminate the tissues sequentially at different wavelengths. Multi-296

wavelength photoacoustic imaging modality (also referred to as PAS) can be used297

to monitor other endogenous biomarkers such as melanin and lipids and the detec-298

tion of the exogenous contrast agents [68, 69]. Since the tissue chromophores have299

distinct spectral signatures, multi-wavelength PAI can also be used to monitor the300

tissue spectral changes, which could be related to the disease conditions. For exam-301

ple, if physiological changes occur in the surrounding tissues due to the presence of302
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the metallic implant, spectral variations or additional absorbers could be detected303

using multi-spectral imaging approaches.304

In the multispectral PAI, commonly linear regression algorithms are used to separate305

the different chromophores. These techniques have the limitation of being depen-306

dent on a priory knowledge of spectral signatures. Especially in presence of inflam-307

matory response cases, this approach can be challenging due to the high variability308

and unpredictability of the spectral absorption of the tissue components. Indeed re-309

search efforts have been focused on developing automatic unmixing methods based310

on blind source separation algorithms that can be used to detect the prominent and311

less prominent absorbers in the tissue without any user interactions [70, 71].312

Fig. 4 depicts the tissue-mimicking phantom set-up, which includes an Mg pin and a313

capillary tube filled with Indocyanine Green (ICG). Both samples were inserted into314

a chicken breast at a depth of 10mm from the surface, and carefully positioned with315

a spacing of 5mm. The diameter of the Mg pin (X HP − Z X 00 MgZnCa, BRI.TECH316

GmbH) was 1.6mm, and the length was 8mm. A capillary tube (15µm inner diame-317

ter, 33µm outer diameter, and 16.5mm length) was filled with Indocyanine Green318

(ICG, PULSION Verwaltungs, GmbH), which was obtained at a concentration of319

800µM by resuspending 25mg vial of ICG in sterile water. Multispectral PAI was320

performed with Vevo LAZR-X (FUJIFILM VisualSonics, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada)321

with a linear array transducer of central frequency 21M H z (M X 250). The details of322

the PAI set-up can be found elsewhere [71].323

Fig. 4b, shows the spectral curves of ICG and Mg pin in the wavelength range324

of 680−970nm. The spectral absorption graphs within the NIR range clearly show325

that Mg has a broad absorption spectrum, and the ICG has an absorption peak at326

around 880nm. Fig. 4c shows the spectrally unmixed 3D PA image, where green and327

red voxels represent the spatial distribution of ICG and Mg, respectively. Since the328

chicken breast has limited absorption it is not detected from PAI, but visible in the329

ultrasound image and represented in grayscale.330

When imaging in PA-Mode, from the experimental setup, the standard US trans-331

ducer is combined with optical fibers fixed on the sides. This guarantees that the332

high-resolution US images are naturally registered to the laser-induced PA ultra-333
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Figure 4: (a) Schematic of the tissue-mimicking phantom. (b) The PA absorbance spectral graph of ICG
and Mg pin. (c) Spectrally unmixed 3D PA image.

sonic signals during spectral PAI acquisition. Therefore it is evident that the co-334

registration of USPA imaging demonstrates the feasibility of detecting anatomical,335

functional, and molecular information. Using a fully integrated USPA system allows336

the accurate detection of the metallic device in addition to the molecular informa-337

tion detectable from the implanted tissue environment. Ultrasound imaging can338

provide anatomical data such as the tissue structures, implant geometry, and tis-339

sue vascularity using the ultrasound Doppler functionality. Additionally, PAI can340

also provide partially functional information such as oxygen saturation, obtained by341

measuring the tissue absorption at 750nm and 850nm of the excitation light [72].342

343

5.1. Hybrid imaging modality344

During implant’s follow up, it has become evident that monitoring implant per-345

formance and degradation with the existing imaging techniques is still a challenge:346

the contrast is weak for X-ray imaging. The use of conducting metal induces MR347

artifacts in addition to patient safety concerns. These scientific and technical issues348

constitute a significant barrier en route to broad clinical applications of biodegrad-349

able implants.350

The imaging modalities are used primarily because of their respective ability to re-351

port structural and functional information. For choosing a reliable method, their352
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strengths and drawbacks to resolution, flexibility, tissue penetration depth, nature353

of radiation, absence or presence of the magnetic field, and the quantification of354

contrast are based on their principles. CT and PET are based on ionizing radiations,355

and continuous use may jeopardize patients’ safety and health. Ionizing radiation356

from a PET and CT scan may also cause cellular response changes in subsequent ra-357

diation exposures [73]. Both CT and MRI provide details of the lesion site, morphol-358

ogy, size, and structural changes of neighboring tissues, and provide little insight359

into tumor physiology. Similarly, radiography has a limitation of providing neces-360

sary anatomical information for few tissue densities.361

PET and fMRI provide functional and metabolic information, but PET involves ra-362

dioactive material, and fMRI has limited temporal resolution affecting the hemody-363

namic response yielding biased estimation.364

Ultrasound techniques commonly used in clinical research have numerous advan-365

tages, especially in surgery guidance, cardiology, and urology. However, to observe366

subtle anatomical details of the deep tissue, ultrasound techniques are not efficient.367

Functional imaging has an advantage over structural imaging to discriminate be-368

tween living and damaged tissues. It can measure molecular and pathophysiolog-369

ical parameters, including blood flow, oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin370

[74]. Future perspectives to combine the advantages from both i n vi vo NIRS and371

PAI investigations would potentially enhance the detection of spectral changes that372

could occur in the soft tissues surrounding a biodegradable Mg based implant. Kole373

et al. [75] has proposed an intravascular (IV) setup that integrates IVPA-US and374

NIRS-IVUS to detect arterial lipid. The setup shows that combining two modali-375

ties enables accurate quantification and localization of lipid plaques in deep tissue.376

Hence, optical imaging solutions as NIRS and PAI may be among the modalities that377

can provide functional and structural data without exposure to ionizing radiation or378

high magnetic fields. These technologies can also be made as an ambulatory device379

that facilitates simpler examination procedures.380

381
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6. Discussion382

Mg and its alloys degrade under physiological conditions, thus avoiding a second383

surgical intervention for implant removal after bone healing. The great challenge is384

to tailor the degradation with a suitable method for a biological environment. Fast385

or uncontrolled corrosion is associated with strong hydrogen, ion release, and se-386

vere pH changes, leading to a rapid loss of mechanical stability and undesirable bi-387

ological reactions [76, 77]. Several i n vi vo patient cases have reported supracondy-388

lar fractures, femoral fractures, or pseudarthrosis, that could successfully be treated389

with Mg implants [31]. The major and most common complication was the distinct390

hydrogen gas formation due to the Mg rapid degradation. The lack of knowledge391

on how to control the i n vi vo degradation rate has probably caused the magne-392

sium implant abandonment. These implants were replaced by corrosion resistant393

implants such as stainless steel for orthopedic surgeries. A study on biocompati-394

bility and osteoblast cell culture has been done on Mg implants by Yun et al.[78],395

which consists of cell culture tests and corrosion test, environmental scanning elec-396

tron microscope, and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX). Alkaline phosphatase397

staining study on bone tissue formation by Von Kossa also suggests the suitability of398

using Mg as a biodegradable implant material because it promotes bone mineral-399

ization [78].400

NIRS has several advantages over other imaging techniques as portability, measur-401

ing changes in both oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, providing physi-402

ologically feasible non-invasively pH and blood flow measurements. Human tissue403

contains various substances whose spectra are well defined at NIR wavelengths, and404

their presence significantly attenuates the detected light. The concentration of the405

absorbers as water, bilirubin, and melanin remains constant over time. However,406

concetration of other absorbers as oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, and407

cytochrome-c-oxidase (CcO) changes with the state of oxygenation and metabolism408

of the cells. Blood flow and metabolic cell state are indicated by the tissue pH which409

is an important parameter in the Mg implant healing process. The pH can be calcu-410

lated using NIR spectroscopy and multivariate methods with a significant sensitivity411
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[79]. A hybrid of NIR spectroscopy with PAI, would be a non-destructive method to412

biomechanical indentation as well as study the functional behavior in tissue[80].413

Further, there is no involvement of any magnetic field or radio frequency (RF) pulses,414

which mitigate safety concerns[81]; although few studies assess the blood perfusion415

in bone[82]. NIRS [83] shows to assess knee joint ligament mechanical properties.416

Ligament and tendon biomechanical properties are estimated by NIRS, especially417

in tissue failure related parameters, which could be a potential advantage in moni-418

toring Mg implant.419

The early changes in tissue spectral signatures after the Mg implant, can also be420

monitored by a hybrid device with multi-spectral PAI and eventually detect the tis-421

sue inflammatory response. One of the challenges is to know changes in theoretical422

absorption spectra (such as oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin spectra) in423

the presence of a biodegradable implant, which is interacting with the living tis-424

sue. The combination of NIRS and PAI enables the assessment of complementary425

information. In particular, local measurements using NIRS can be used as a priori426

information to unmix spectral PA imaging (spatial information from PA unmixed427

map combined to local NIRS specific). In addition to oxygenated and deoxygenated428

hemoglobin and other detected tissue components from PAI, and pH measurements429

from NIRS can be an indicator of the physiological conditions in the surrounded430

tissue around the implant. This is particularly relevant to monitor early inflamma-431

tory states and evaluate the implant’s success in the long-term period. Furthermore,432

changes in scattering properties measured by NIRS can be combined with molecu-433

lar assessments obtained by PAI and predict the implant’s state.434

Considering the strengths of the hybrid imaging modality, PAI can non-invasively435

and longitudinally monitor the Mg implant degradation and tissue regeneration in436

the clinical practice. Another promising prospect is to combine PAI with NIR fluo-437

rescent probe measurements. This approach can help to detect specific agents for438

monitor Mg implant degradation level, tissue regeneration, and inflammatory con-439

dition with enhanced specificity.440

441
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7. Conclusions442

During the degradation process of Mg based implants, tissue pH and oxygena-443

tion levels change. Standard imaging techniques have not successfully examined444

the degradation layer and physiological changes around the implant non-invasively.445

NIRS can provide insight into the tissue blood flow, oxygenation level, and metabolism.446

However, the method lacks the spatial resolution to make a good image at the tissue-447

implant interface. PAI can provide structural information through ultrasound feasi-448

bility. A combination of NIRS and PAI has the potential to provide non-destructive449

and non-invasive methods to measure different tissue parameters in the human450

body.451
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